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Bang is a pickup book intended for men who weren't born with the natural ability to sleep with a lot

of women. The knowledge in this book is powerful enough that it has been targeted by crazy

feminists who attempted to ban the book with a change.org petition that was signed by over 200,000

people. Bang contains simple but effective techniques, moves, and lines that teaches you how to

have consensual sex with women. It includes: The eight essential beliefs of the alpha male The five

critical components of the "vibe", an optimal attitude women find most attractive Tons of natural,

high-impact opening lines that work just about anywhere women can be found Best answers to a

girl's common questions that heighten the tension and build attraction A technique to get her phone

number without asking for it Detailed text messaging strategy that shows you word-for-word how to

get dates The one text messaging mistake 95 percent of guys make that kill the interaction A simple

trick for the first date that will make her feel like she has known you longer than she actually has

Bang goes into explicit detail on how to escalate to intimacy: "Four key moves" to the kiss that are

so natural and easy to pull off that the girl won't even recognize them as moves A comprehensive

dating strategy so you sleep with her no later than the third date The five magic words to say when

you want to get inside her place How to make a smooth transition to the bedroom Seven detailed

steps to taking off her clothes The lessons taught in this no-nonsense, no-fluff audiobook aim to

help men reach their sex potential based on their existing look and status. The fact that it has

helped so many thousands of men since its original publication has made it a target by feminists

and social justice warriors who hope to conceal the critical sex knowledge that it contains.
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All men everywhere have been waiting for something like this to happen, a guide that teaches men

not to settle for fantasy and lonely nights with the tissue paper.This guy to most is considered to be

one of the next generation pick up artists. A lot of people as of recent are accusing him of being

some messed up evil guy who is out to get with as many women as possible for revenge of being

hurt.Wrong.If this was the case than his work would have not gotten far like it has. It would be

obvious in his writing that he is a cold person who hates people. But the guy does not. He is doing

all of this for the greater good of mankind.That greater good is to improve you to become a better

man. In doing so, you will gain the ability to attract women of your choose. You don't have to lower

your standards just because you are socially conditioned not to get the woman you truly desire.This

guide is will get you out of your own head.Bang is not just about game. It's about gaining confidence

and charisma for every aspect of life, not just for getting laid. Roosh writes how to still be yourself

while improving your flaws. He is not telling you to follow a particular style that will always work no

matter who you are. The truth is there is not just one way to do things; with this guide you will be

able to adjust what he has written to your personality.Roosh focuses more on how to improve your

behavior and inner self. He also has a good ability to explain psychology and social dynamics in an

easy to understand language. Any guy who is looking for the right path to self-improve with woman

can gain so much knowledge with this book. His writing style is very easy to read and very

entertaining.
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